ABSTRACT Bacterial resistance to Ag(I) has been reported periodically with isolates from many environments where toxic levels of silver might be expected to occur, but initial reports were limited to the occurrence of resistant bacteria. The availability of silver-resistance conferring DNA sequences now allow genetic and mechanistic studies that had basically been missing. The 
INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms of resistance to heavy metals that are encoded by various plasmid-based genes have been thoroughly studied.
1' The best understood such system is that for resistance to 13 inorganic mercury and organomercurials. (Fig.  2) . 26 Some results leading to these three conclusions are shown in Figure 2 , where each section shows the growth on an agar surface of sensitive (to the left) and resistant bacteria (to the right). At 5 or 10 g/I NaCI, the sensitive bacteria stopped growing between 50 and 100 pM Ag(I). The resistant bacteria grow above 600 #M Ag(I). However, increased NaCI resulted in increased Ag(I) sensitivity for both sensitive and resistant bacteria (Fig. 2) . In a colored photograph of Fig. 2 , the bacterial growth appears slightly creamy in color, and the growth of the resistant cells on higher Ag(I) concentrations show black pigmentation that is likely to be due to reduced metallic Ag(0). Silver reduction does not occur during growth and therefore reduction is not the basis for resistance. This is an important conclusion.
Following the availability of the DNA sequence in Fig. 1,7 we tested whether additional bacteria might be found with identical or similar Ag(I) resistance determinants and DNA sequences. Surprisingly, it is more difficult to measure silver resistance (Fig. 2) 44 than DNA homologies. The preliminary results to date (Ao Gupta et al., in preparation) 
